American Boxer Club, Inc.
Saturday 05/06/17

OBEDIENCE TRIAL CLASSES

OBEDIENCE TRIAL CLASSES. Novice Class A.

JUDGE: Ms. Deborah P. Neufeld

A  5  HABERL’S GOLDEN CHILD BN RN CGC, WS 31868203. 09-19-09
By Ch Guapo Soto - Ch Haberl's Forever Young CD RE. Boxers.

A  6  LEMKO N’ SALGRAY’S RIVER CITY REBEL YELL, WS 45874802. 10-21-13

176.5/1 7  VENICIAN’S A VALLEY’S KNIGHT OF FIRE RN MX MXJ T2B XF, WS 43887403. 01-16-13
By Valley's Bold Knight RE MX MXJ - RNB And Valley's Honor Our Heroes. Boxers.

OBEDIENCE TRIAL CLASSES. Novice Class B.

JUDGE: Ms. Deborah P. Neufeld

9  CH 4M’S SHAME ON ME CGC, WS 51377704. 08-09-15
By GCH CherKei's Dick Tracey - GCH Cinnibon N 4M's Shameless. Boxers.

10  CH SUNCHASE’S TRADE SECRET BN, WS 49906102. 03-03-15
By Ch Happy Tail's Kit Kat Saves The Day And Steals A Heart - Sunchase's Smoke And Mirrors. Boxers.
Owner: Tracy Hendrickson & Rhoda Brouillette, Broken Arrow, OK 74012. Breeder: Tracy Hendrickson & Rhoda Brouillette.

180.5/3 11  PRAIRIE HILLS IT’S ALL ABOUT THE SMOKE BN RN CGC, WS 50520403. 05-23-15
By Ch Prairie Hills No Doubt About It CD RA - Vesta. Boxers.
Owner: John & Pat Senne, W Chicago, IL 60185. Breeder: J Gassel.

12  ZIA’S WHITE HOT IN MY RAY BANS BN RN, WS 41130603. 06-01-12
By Ch Storybook Page After Page - Ch Mccoy's Merry Heart. Boxers.

14  TEALCREST’S RUN AND GUN, WS 40917803. 03-12-12
By Ch Tealcrest's Luck Of The Irsh CD RA OA OAJ CA - Miro-Tealcrests Whats Your Name RN CA. Boxers.
Owner: Larry & Susan Stogner, Knoxville, TN 379209535. Breeder: Jill C Hootman & Robin Kennedy.

193.5/1 15  TOPRANK’S HOT CHOCOLATE BN RA PT CA CD, WS 53525204. 04-02-14
By Twinkle Star V. Eurozone - Rocket N Focal Point's Written In The Stars CD AX AXJ XF. Boxers.

16  CH LANDO’S I’M YOUR HUCKELBERRY BN CGC CA, WS 42286501. 11-06-12
By Lando's Locked N' Loaded CA - Lando's Onyx To Goodness Of Tadd CA CGC. Boxers.

17  CH BREHO ALMOST GOT AWAY,BN RN, RATM, WS 41013601. 04-15-12
By Ch Storybook Page After Page - GCH Breho Emerson Dream Walkin' RN BN CD. Boxers.

18 **OLYMPIC'S TAKE IT AWAY BN RA CA CGCA**, WS 49995002. 02-20-15
By Ch Oak Knoll's Justice For All - Olympic's What I Say?. Boxes.

178.0/4 19 **DEBLYN GOTTA BE A BLACKNBLUE BN RA CGC**, WS 45881507. 12-02-13
By Ch Storybook Page After Page - Ch Pephrhl Life's A Dance With DebLyn VCD1 BN GN RE TDX HT PT. Boxes.

191.0/2 20 **CH BRAUN'S KING OF THE ROAD CGC CGCA**, WS 46190001. 02-01-14
By GCH Katandy's Fast Forward - Braun's Lady Camilla. Boxes.

**OBEDIENCE TRIAL CLASSES. Open Class A.**

**JUDGE:** Ms. Deborah P. Neufeld

21 **XCALIBUR VON BACHBETT**, WS 41461305. 05-24-12
By Adonis Vom Grand Kevin - Icke Vom Silvertbach. Boxes.
Owner: Jan Blevins, Carrollton, TX 75007. Breeder: Cathy & George Markos.

22 **DEBLYN INDOMITABLE SPIRIT CD BN RA TD PT CGC**, WS 45881502. 12-02-13
By Ch Storybook Page After Page - Ch Pephrhl Life's A Dance With DebLyn VCD1 BN GN RE TDX HT PT. Boxes.

23 **DIZARA'S DARK PASSION PLAY CGC BN RE CD**, WS 39002901. 10-31-11
By Twinkle Star V. Eurozone - Chelsey V. Hofmannstal. Boxes.
Owner: Michele Valente, Oviedo, FL 32765. Breeder: Gorman & Vanja Milic.

184.0/1 24 **CH DEBLYN'S PEPRHL WICKED CD BN RE OA OAJ**, WS 45881505. 12-02-13
By Ch Storybook's Page After Page - Ch Pephrhl Life's A Dance With DebLyn VCD2 RE OA OAJ HT PT. Boxes.

**OBEDIENCE TRIAL CLASSES. Open Class B.**

**JUDGE:** Ms. Deborah P. Neufeld

25 **SUNCHASE'S SPIN THE BOTTLE UD MXJ BN CGCA CA AX RA NF**, WS 45539505. 10-22-13
By Ch Sunchase's Zero To Hero UDX MX MXJ RA - Ch Sunchase's Smoke And Mirrors. Boxes.
Owner: Tracy Hendrickson & Rhoda Brouillette, Broken Arrow, OK 74012. Breeder: Tracy Hendrickson & Rhoda Brouillette.

178.5/2 26 **CH PEPRHL LIFE'S A DANCE WITH DEBLYN VCD2 BN GN PCDX RE TDX OA OAJ PT**, WS 30844201. 06-29-09
By Ch OTCH Regal's Heeere's Johnny UDX RN - Ch Pephrhl Will You Dance Marbo CD RE AX AXJ OF. Boxes.

27 **CH HAPPYTAIL'S THE BEST IS YET TO COME BN CDX RATO**, WS 38819504. 09-19-11
By Ch Strawberry N Reo Gold Country - Ch Happytail's Let's Get This Party Started UD OA AXJ RAE RATO CGC. Boxes.

28 **TEALCREST'S BECK AND CALL UDX OM1 MX MXJ RN**, WS 40917801. 03-12-12
By Ch Tealcrest's Luck Of The Irish CD RA AXJ NF CA - Miro-Tealcrests What's UR Name RN CA. Boxes.
Owner: Mary Nee & Jill Hootman, Fairview Hts, IL 622083521. Breeder: Jill C Hootman & Robin Kennedy.

29 **VENICIAN'S A & VALLEYS FIRE STORM OF BOLD KNIGHT BN RA NAJ**, WS 43887405. 01-16-13

30 OLYMPIC'S COVERT OPERATION UD GO. WS 43727804. 11-29-12

196.0/1 31 SUNCHASE'S LITTLE PINK RIBBON UDX MX MXJ RAE CGCA CA OF. WS 35563707. 10-14-10

OBEDIENCE TRIAL CLASSES. Utility Class A.

JUDGE: Mrs. Kathleen A. Cook

26 CH PEPRHL LIFE'S A DANCE WITH DEBLYN VCD2 BN GN PCDX RE TDX OA OAJ PT. WS 30844201. 06-29-09

JUDGE: Mrs. Kathleen A. Cook

25 SUNCHASE'S SPIN THE BOTTLE UD MX BN CGCA CA AX RA NF. WS 45539505. 10-22-13
By Ch Sunchase's Zero To Hero UDX MX MXJ RA - Ch Sunchase's Smoke And Mirrors. Boxers. Owner: Tracy Hendrickson & Rhoda Brouillette, Broken Arrow, OK 74012. Breeder: Tracy Hendrickson & Rhoda Brouillette.

27 CH HAPPYTAIL'S THE BEST IS YET TO COME BN CDX RATO. WS 38819504. 09-19-11

190.0/3 28 TEALCREST'S BECK AND CALL UDX OM1 MX MXJ RN. WS 40917801. 03-12-12
By Ch Tealcrest's Luck Of The Irish CD RA AX AXJ NF CA - Miro-Tealcrests What's UR Name RN CA. Boxers. Owner: Mary Nee & Jill Hootman, Fairview Hts, IL 622083521. Breeder: Jill C Hootman & Robin Kennedy.

194.0/1 30 OLYMPIC'S COVERT OPERATION UD GO. WS 43727804. 11-29-12

192.5/2 31 SUNCHASE'S LITTLE PINK RIBBON UD MX MXJ RAE CGCA CA OF. WS 35563707. 10-14-10

OBEDIENCE TRIAL CLASSES. Beginner Novice Class A.

JUDGE: Mrs. Kathleen A. Cook

33 FALMARK'S SAVIOR OF THE UNIVERSE. WS 55062302. 07-24-16

181.5/1 34 SANSA NAP OJP NFP CA CGC. PAL265564. 10-04-11Boxers.
ANSCHA-HAPPY TAILS KEEPING THE DREAM ALIVE CGC. WS 49874006. 04-04-15
By GCH Shadigee's Calculated Risk - GCH Cimarron's Do You Know The Muffin Man. Boxers.

Obedience Trial Classes. Beginner Novice Class B.

JUDGE: Mrs. Kathleen A. Cook

ROCKET N FOCAL POINT'S WRITTEN IN THE STARS. WS 41415505. 07-02-12
By MACH Ch Lemko's Shootin' Star At Rocket CD BN RA MX MXJ XF - Rocket's Walk 'N The Clouds. Boxers.
Owner: Kerry Rodgers, Georgetown, TX 786272269. Breeder: Jennifer Hitt & Kerry Rodgers.

PRAIRIE HILL'S STRONG AS TITANIUM RN CGC. WS 50245502. 04-29-15
By GCH Windward & Happy Tail's Game Changer - Prairie Hill's Lil Miss Jade CD RE. Boxers.

XCALIBUR VON BACHBETT. WS 41461305. 05-24-12
By Adonis Vom Grand Kevin - Icke Vom Silvertbach. Boxers.
Owner: Jan Blevins, Carrollton, TX 75007. Breeder: Cathy & George Markos.

Obedience Trial Classes. Preferred Open Class.

JUDGE: Ms. Deborah P. Neufeld

SUNCHASE'S SMACK ME BLACK CDX RE BN GN CAA DN AX AXJ. WS 35563702. 10-14-10
By Ch Breezewoods Lord Of Wystmont CDX RE - Sunchase's Little Black Dress UDX OM1 RA OA AXJ. Boxers.
32 MACH SHIRA'S KAHLUA SHE'S SO FREAKIN CUTE CDX GN RAE MXB MJB MXF. WS 23774602. 11-03-07
By Can-Cia's Hard Day's Night - Remy Leadoo RN. Boxers.

43 HABERL'S LOVE OVER GOLD CDX PCDX BN GN RAE CA. WS 31868202. 09-19-09
By Ch Guapo Soto - Ch Haberl's Forever Young CD RE. Boxers.

**OBEDIENCE TRIAL CLASSES. Veterans Class (Obedience).**

**JUDGE: Mrs. Kathleen A. Cook**

171.0/2 32 MACH SHIRA'S KAHLUA SHE'S SO FREAKIN CUTE CDX GN RAE MXB MJB MXF. WS 23774602. 11-03-07
By Can-Cia's Hard Day's Night - Remy Leadoo RN. Boxers.

188.0/1 44 MACH3 ANJA VON WALDSTADT VCD2 RE MXS2 MJB2 MXP MJP OF T2B. WS 20480303. 01-04-07
By Arames Vom Messingsberg - Josephine Von Bachbett VCD2 UD RE MX MXJ. Boxers.
Owner: Renee Fulcer, Winnebago, IL 61088. Breeder: Renee Fulcer.